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To whom it may concern 

 

I am writing to once more express my complete support for the proposed residential development and associated 

sports hall at Reepham High School and College. I feel strongly that the new sports hall should be situated on 

Whitwell Road, beside the current car park. Situating it in the proposed development on our current bottom field 

(where our rugby pitch is currently placed) would be in completely the wrong place for efficient school use, as well as 

community use. Placing it on Whitwell Road would allow the efficient use of our existing car park, which would provide 

more than enough community use parking, as well as easy access for cars. As a school we have a very large field, so 

placing it there would not be of any concern to me in terms of reducing our playing field size. For others' information, 

we do not own the field that currently houses the rugby pitch; our use of this field comes to an end in June 2021. This 

is something we have always known about and planned for, and the new field is such a good size its loss will not 

affect the quality and range of provision at RHSC. Indeed, the rugby pitch field is largely unused. The corner of the 

field which forms the proposed site is also in fact little used at present. In summary, it would be the best use of that 

part of the field I can imagine. 

I have already outlined why this would be a fantastic development for the education of pupils at the school as well as 

the members of the wider community. Current sports facilities in school and in Reepham are poor, and we lack a high-

quality indoor space. A new hall would allow sport to be taught and promoted in school significantly better than it is 

now. A new hall would also allow the wider community to access a high quality and appropriately sized facility for 

sports such as football, basketball, table tennis, cricket and badminton. It would also allow newer sports such as 

Walking Football to be introduced. This would enhance provision for the aging population as is a great example of a 

developing ‘lifetime sport’.  

I feel strongly that the new sports hall should be situated on Whitwell Road, beside the current car park. Situating it in 

the proposed development on our current bottom field (where our rugby pitch is currently placed) would be in 

completely the wrong place for efficient school use, as well as community use. Placing it on Whitwell Road would 

allow the efficient use of our existing car park, which would provide more than enough community use parking, as well 

as easy access for cars. As a school we have a very large field, so placing it there would not be of any concern to me 

in terms of reducing our playing field size. The corner of the field which forms the proposed site is in fact little used. In 

summary, it would be the best use of that part of the field I can imagine.  

Although there are clearly hurdles to get over and processes to follow, I hope that this project starts as soon as 

possible – the sooner the better. The benefits of the hall would stretch beyond sport, as it would allow us to recycle the 

current sports hall into a fantastic Performing Arts centre, including a mini theatre with seating and high-quality 

lighting. The Arts are not catered for strongly, facility wise, in the school or community so this is a potentially fantastic 

additional benefit. 

Yours sincerely 

 

Tim Gibbs 
Headteacher 

 


